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Abstract 
Morphophonemic rules account for the phonologically conditioned positional variants of morphemes. 
They are context sensitive and ordered. When a stem is combined with a suffix, or two stems come in 
contact with each other, sometimes there are changes in the shape of one or both. It has been observed 
the vowel so far the morphophonemic changes in both Odia and Kui is concerned, If we count it 
numerically, Odia shows nine consonantal alternations with nineteen possibilities but in Kui there are 
eight consonantal alternations with nine possibilities. But in Kui it is relatively restricted because there 
are only nine possibilities which prove that Odia is more flexible than that of Kui in this regards 
 
Keywords: Morphophonemic, restricted, alternations, flexible 
 
Introduction 
Kui is a Dravidian language spoken by the Kondh tribes. Kondhs or Konds resid in the 
mountainous and jungle-covered territories of Southern Odisha, mainly in the districts of 
Kandhamal and Koraput, extending from the valley of river Mahanadi to the Srikakulam of 
Andhra Pradesh. The mother-tongue of Kondhs of Kondhamal is Kui and they call 
themselves as Kuinga or Kui-Kond. Those of Rayagada are known as Kuvinga or Kuvi-Kond 
and their mother tongue is Kuvi. The intermediary region between Rayagada and Kondhamal 
is inhabited by Kutiya Kondhas and they speak a dialect of Kui. Thus, Kui has two major 
dialects viz. 
 Kondhamal District : Kondhamal, G. Udayagiri 
 Kuitiya-Kandha dialect.  
 
Kui has a script culled Kui-Lipi but has no literature of its own. However, now-a-days Odia 
script in used for writing, particularly some translated work related to missionary activities. 
About the origin of the term Kui, scholars believe that it is derived from the word Ku which 
means hill and KuI meaning people staying on hill. Ku gradually pronounced as kui. 
The number of Kui speakers and its percentage of total population of Orissa and the position 
among the languages of the state according to the year 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991 and 2001 
census are given bellow: 
 

Year 1961 1971 1981 1991 2001 
No. of speakers 5,12,161 3,50,303 5,07,528 641662 916222 

% of total population of Orissa 2.91% 1.60% 1.94% 2.02% 2.5% 
Position among languages Second Fourth Fifth NA Third 

 
Persons who returned the language as their mother tongue and its decadal percentage 
increase of the state according to the 1971, 1981, 1991 and 2001 census are as follows: 

 

Language 

Persons who returned the language as their mother 
tongue 

Decadal percentage growth 

1971 1981 1991 2001 1971-
81 1981-91 1991-

2001 
Kui 351,017 521,585 641,662 916,222 48.59% 23.02% 42.79% 

Oriya 19,863,198 23,021,528 28,061,313 33,017,446 15.90% 21.89% 17.66% 
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According to the traditional classification of Dravidian 
languages, which was used by Caldwell (1974) and taken up 
by Grierson (1927) in linguistic Survey of India, Kui 
belongs to the central group along with Kuvi, Gondi and 
Parji-Kalami group.  
The most recent research has provided grounds for 
postulating closer genetic links between Telugu and 
Gondi=Kui group than between Telugu and the Southern 
languages: Tamil, etc. Krishnamurthy (1972) adheres to this 
fact and includes Gondi-Kui with Telugu under a subgroup 
of Southern group. 
Andronov (1978) provides the most detailed genetic 
ordering which distinguishes seven groups.  
(i) Southern (Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, Kodagu, Kota, 

Toda) 
(ii) South-western (Tulu, Belari and Koraga) 
(iii) South-eastern (Telugu) 
(iv) Central (Kolami, Naiki, Parji, Gadaba) 
(v) Gondwana (Gondi, Konda, Pengo, Manda, Kui, Kovi) 
(vi) North-Eastern (Kurukh, Malto) 
(vii) North-western (Brahui) 
 
Thus, Kui belongs to the Gondwana group of Dravidian 
family of languages. 
 
Objectives 
The objective of the present paper is to study how finite 
verbs in Kui are formed and what type of morphemes is 
used for inflection.  
So far as finite verbs are concerned in this work we have 
considered only simple work 
 
Methodology 
The data is collected from an informant named Mr. Keshab 
Mallick (46 years) who is a native speaker of Kondhamal 
dialect of Kui. He is the resident of Retudi (Po-Kuminga 
Via-Kalinga) of Kondhamal district and is a matriculate. He 
knows Odia, Hindi and also English to some extent. The 
study is based on structuralist model (Lyonds, 1968) 
 
Morphophonemic 
Morphophonemic rules account for the phonologically 
conditioned positional variants of morphemes. They are 
context sensitive and ordered. The morphophonemic rules of 
Odia and Kui are presented one after one systematically, and 
lastly both are compared. When a stem is combined with a 
suffix, or two stems come in contact with each other, 
sometimes there are changes in the shape of one or both. 
 
1. Morphophonemic rules in Odia 
1. Word final [ɔ/a e] before /i/ and [i] 
For examples  
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
gɔηɔ + isɔ  gɔnesɔ ‘a proper name’ 
rɔma + isɔ  rɔmesɔ ‘a proper name’ 

ǰɔtha + isţɔ  ǰɔthesţɔ ‘enough’ 
nɔrɔ + indrɔ  nɔrendrɔ ‘a proper name’ 

2. Word final a before /-i/ and first vowel ɔa in the 
root. 
For examples  
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
sɔᶅa + i  saᶅi ‘sister in law’ 
kɔηa+ i  kaηi ‘blind woman’ 
kɔᶅa + i  kaᶅi ‘ink’ 
nɔna + i  nani ‘elder sister’ 
kɔna + i  kani ‘the end of the saree’ 

 
3. Word final uɔ before /-te/ and  eɔ/u before /-ku/. 
For examples  
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
mũ +te  mɔte ‘to me’ 
tu +te  tɔte ‘to you’ 

tume + ku  tumɔku ‘to you’ (honorific) 
tanke + ku  tanku ‘to him’ 

 
4. Word final i, ea, ha before ku. 
For examples  
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
kie +ku  kahaku ‘to whom’ 
ǰie +ku  ǰahaku ‘to which’ 

 
5. Word final ei of the base and initial [ɔa of the 
suffix. 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
de + aᶅi  diali ‘giver’ 
ne + aᶅi  niali ‘taker’ 

 
6. Word final vowel + suffix initial vowel became /a/. 
{[ ɔ +ɔ] / [ a +a] / [ ɔ +a] [ a +ɔ]  /a/} 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
sɔsɔ + ɔnkɔ  sɔsaŋkɔ ‘a proper name’ 

mɔha + anɔndɔ  mɔhanɔndɔ ‘great pleasure’ 
učɔ + asɔnɔ  učasɔnɔ ‘higher post’ 

sudha  + ɔnsu  sudhansu ‘a proper name’ 
 
7. Initial vowel [ɔ  ] in the suffix  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
kuᶅɔ +ɔţa  kuᶅɔţa ‘adulteress’ 

sima +ɔntɔ  simantɔ ‘end’ 
sarɔ +ɔŋgɔ  sarɔŋgɔ ‘a name’ 

 
8. {[i+i] I / e, [u+u]u} if the final vowel of base and the 
initial vowel of suffix both are became same the same vowel 
occurs in morphological process.  
For examples 
 

 
Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
muni +iswɔrɔ  muniswɔrɔ ‘king of the sage’ 
mɔhi +indrɔ  mɔhendrɔ ‘king of the earth’ 
sadhu + ukti  sadhukti ‘good saying’ 
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9. If word final vowels are {[ɔ/a]+u}o  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
lɔmbɔ + udɔrɔ  lɔmbodɔrɔ ‘a proper name’ 
mɔha + usčɔbɔ  mɔhosčɔbɔ ‘festivals’ 
basɔ+ upɔǰogi  basopɔǰogi ‘fit for dwelling 

 

10. If word final vowels are {[ɔ/a]+e}ei 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
ǰɔnɔ + ekɔ  ǰɔneikɔ ‘one man’ 
hitɔ + esi  hiteisi ‘well-wisher’ 

tɔtha + ebɔ  tɔtheibɔ ‘like this’ 
 
11. If there are two stems (i.e., stem1 and stem2) the first 
vowels /u/ of stem2 is dropped.  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
sɔptɔ +rusi  sɔptɔrsi ‘seven stars’ 
devɔ +rusi  devɔrsi ‘God Narad’ 
rajɔ +rusi  rajɔrsi ‘sage of king’ 

 

12. If word final {/i/ + [/e/, /a/]  [/ye/, /ya/]}  (/i//y/) 
respectively in the following words  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
prɔti +asa  prɔtyasa ‘re hope’ 
prɔti +ekɔ  prɔtyekɔ ‘each’ 

 
13. If word final vowels /u/+ [e,a]  [we, wa or /u/  /w/ 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
su+ agɔtɔ  swagɔtɔ ‘welcome’ 

ɔnu + esɔηɔ  ɔnwesɔηɔ ‘searching’ 
 
14. Word final consonants /t/ becomes /d/ t d]. 
 For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
sɔt + ačarɔ  sɔdačarɔ ‘well behave’ 

 
15. If word final consonants {t/d+l  l} or {t/d } 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
ut + lasɔ  ulasɔ ‘happy’ 
ut + lekhɔ  ulekhɔ ‘mention’ 
tɔd + linɔ  tɔlinɔ ‘indulge’ 

 
16. /s/ is inserted before /k/ if the word is prefix + stem such 
as /karɔ, kruti, krutɔ/. 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
sɔm + karɔ  sɔmskarɔ ‘reforms’ 
sɔm + kruti  sɔmskruti ‘culture’ 
sɔm + krutɔ  sɔmskrutɔ ‘Sanskrit’ 

 
 
 
 

17. Word final consonants {/k, t, ţ/ /g, d, ḍ/ respectively 
in the following  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 

bak + devi  bagdevi ‘Goddess Saraswati’ 
ǰɔgɔt +iswɔrɔ  ǰɔgɔdiswɔrɔ ‘Lord of Universe’ 
sɔţ + anɔnɔ  sɔḍanɔnɔ ‘Lord Kartik’ 

 
18. Word final consonants {h r]} 
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 

ɔntɔh + gɔtɔ  ɔntɔrgɔtɔ ‘included’ 
punɔh+ barɔ  punɔrbarɔ ‘again’ 

ɔntɔh + dhyanɔ  ɔntɔrdhyanɔ ‘exit’ 
punɔh+ ǰɔnmɔ  punɔrǰɔnmɔ ‘Rebirth’ 
punɔh+ bibahɔ  punɔrbibahɔ ‘Remarriage’ 

 
19. Word final consonants {h]} and word last vowel 
before /h/ [ɔo  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 

ɔdhɔh + gɔti  ɔdhogɔti ‘down fall’ 
mɔnɔh + jogɔ  mɔnojogɔ ‘concentration’ 

mɔnɔh + rɔnjɔnɔ  mɔnorɔnjɔnɔ ‘entertainment’ 
 
20. Word final h s]  
For examples 
 
Morphophonemic Word Gloss 

nih + čɔyɔ  nisčɔyɔ ‘definitely’ 
mɔnɔh + kamɔ  mɔnɔskamɔ ‘desire’ 

bačɔh + pɔti  bačɔspɔti ‘Speaker of Assembly or 
Parliament’ 

 
21. Word final {h ]} 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
nih + rogɔ  nirogɔ ‘Healthy’ 
nih + rɔbɔ  nirɔbɔ ‘Silence’ 
nih + rɔsɔ  nirɔsɔ ‘Testless’ 

 
2. Morphophonemic rules in Kui 
1. Stem root final /i / is become /a/ ia before the suffix 
/ka/.  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 

a:kɔni + ka  a:kɔnaka ‘a kind of thorny tree’ 
a:nǰɔni + ka  a:nǰɔnaka ‘eaves of a house’ 
babuli + ka  babulaka ‘a kind of grass’ 
badali + ka  badalaka ‘a kind of tree’ 
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2. Stem final vowel /i/, /u/ and /a/ is dropped before the 
suffix added to it.  
{/i/, /u/, /a/a}. 
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
bɔkɔŗi + ka  bɔkɔŗka an uncast rated male goat’ 
deɔŗi + ka  deɔŗka ‘saliva’ 
dideri + ka  diderka ‘a web’ 
dipeŗi + ka  dipeŗka ‘a small loin cloth’ 
guḍuri + ka  guḍurka ‘a torch light’ 

e:su pe:nu+ga  e:supe:ŋga ‘the got of the marsh’ 
nɔ:nu + ga  nɔ:nga ‘string’ 
bu:ru + ka  bu:rka ‘a hair fur’ 

gadi priu + ka  gadiprika ‘a caterpillar’ 
kadɔ ka:u + ŋga  kadɔ ka:ŋga ‘a bean’ 

mlau + ŋga  mlaŋga ‘a hallow bamboo’ 
kasa + ka  kaska ‘to bite’ 
kaţa + ka  kaţka ‘to cut down’ 

mre:sa + ka  mre:ska ‘to throttle’ 
p:iţa+ ka  pi:ţka ‘to fart’ 

 
3. Stem final /i/ becomes /a/ [ia before the suffix /ŋga/.  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
baili + ŋga  bailaŋga ‘a climbing bean’ 

biheŗi + ŋga  biheŗagŋga ‘seed’ 
 

4. Stem final /i/ becomes /e/ [ie before the suffix /ru/.  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
tanǰi + ru  tanjeru ‘fathers’ 

 
5. Root final [eas, [nju] before the plural suffix /ŋga/.  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
pi:derenǰu + ŋga  pi:deraŋga ‘male spirit 
pɔţadenǰu +ŋga  pɔţadaŋga ‘a Muslim’ 
ra:jenǰu + ŋga  raǰaŋga ‘king’ 

 
6. Root final [ǰs, [a] before the /ka/ suffix is added  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
buŗǰa + ka  buŗska ‘to forget’ 
e:ǰa + ka  e:ska ‘to be detached’ 
ŗaǰa +ka  ŗaska ‘scratching up’ 
ŗuǰa +ka  ŗuska ‘to be scorched’ 
u:ǰa +ka  u:ska ‘to assemble’ 

 
7. The classifiers /nǰu/ of the root is dropped before the 
following suffixes as mentioned /ru/, /ri/, /ka/, /ŋga/ and 
/ska/.  
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
a:anǰu + ru  a:aru ‘that man’ 
gaţanǰu+ ri  gaţari ‘ woman’ 
ta:nǰu + ka  ta:ka ‘his man’ 

gaţanǰu + ru  gaţaru ‘men’ 
bagɔlenǰu + ŋga  bagɔleŋga ‘ghost’ 

bandarenǰu + ŋga  bandareŋga ‘barber’ 
glu:nǰu + ska  glu:ska ‘small pool’ 

gɔssitanǰu + ka  gɔssitaka ‘family boy’ 
tanǰu + ri  tari ‘woman’ 

8. Root final /mbu/ is dropped before the number suffix 
/pka/. [/mbu/ before /pka/ 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
a:mbu+pka  a:pka ‘arrows’ 

dra:mbu+pka  dra:pka ‘tensions’ 
jra:mbu+pka  jra:pka ‘udder’ 
kla:mbu+pka  kla:pka ‘families’ 
kre:mbu+pka  kre:pka ‘ulcers’ 

 
9. Root final /nda/, /ηḍa/ are dropped before the suffix /tka/ 
and /ţka/ are added respectively {[/nda/, /ηḍa/] before 
/tka/, /ţka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
benda+tka  betka ‘to innate’ 

brɔ:nda+tka  brɔ:tka ‘to smolder’ 
gunda+ tka  gutka ‘to sprout’ 

mra:ηḍa+ţka  mra:ţka ‘to plaster’ 
rɔnda + tka  rɔtka ‘to slip through’ 

 
10. Sometimes the root final /ḍ/ change to /ţ/ and the vowel 
/a/, /u/ followed to it is dropped before /ka/.  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
iḍu + ka  iţka ‘houses’ 

bru:ḍu+ ka  bru:ţka ‘dust’ 
ḍu:ḍa + ka  ḍu:ţka ‘to treat’ 
meḍu+ ka  meţka ‘pea-cock’ 
kɔḍa+ka  kɔţka ‘bank (of the rivers)’ 

 
11. Word final consonant /ǰ/ changes to /s/ and the vowel /a/ 
followed to it is dropped before /ka/ in Kui. {[/ǰ//s/ and 
/a/] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
bu:ǰa+ka  bu:ska ‘to be beautiful’ 
ŗaǰa+ ka  ŗa:ska ‘to scratch up earth’ 
ŗuǰa+ ka  ŗuska ‘to be scorched’ 

 
12. Word final consonant /v/ changes to /p/ and the vowels 
/a/ followed to it is dropped before /ka/ in Kui. {[/v//p/ 
and /a/] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
diva +ka  ḍipka ‘to light a fire’ 
ki:va +ka  ki:pka ‘to pour’ 
vi:va +ka  vi:pka ‘to shoot’ 

 
13. Sometimes word final /nǰa/ is replaced by /s/ before /ka/ 
in Kui. {[/nǰa//s/ ] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
de:nǰa + ka  de:ska ‘to raised’ 
dri:nǰa + ka  dri:nǰaka ‘to branched’ 
ganǰa + ka  gaska ‘to solidify’ 
genǰa + ka  geska ‘to depart from’ 

gre:nǰa + ka  gre:ska ‘to grown’ 
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14. Word final /ǰu/ is dropped before the suffix /ŋga/ in Kui.  
{[/ǰu/] before /ŋga/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
ma:ǰu + ŋga  ma:ŋga ‘Elks’ 
pu:ǰu + ŋga  pu:ŋga ‘Flowers’ 
u:ǰu + ŋga  u:ŋga ‘Flesh’ 

 
15. Word final /mbu/ is replaced by /p/ before the suffix /-
ka/ in Kui. {[/mbu//p/] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
a:mbu + ka  a: pka ‘Arrows’ 

dra:mbu + ka  dra: pka ‘Sinews’ 
 
 16. Word final /ba/ is dropped before the suffix /ka/ in Kui. 
{[/ba/] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
ǰelba + ka  ǰelka ‘to pull’ 

 
17. Word final /nu/ is dropped before the number suffix /ka/ 
in Kui. 
{[/nu/] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
pŗe:nu + ka  pŗe:ka ‘a bone’ 
mrahnu+ ka  mrahka ‘a tree’ 

 
18. Stem ending /enǰu/ and /aḍenǰu/ are dropped before /ka/. 
{[/enǰu/ and /aḍenǰu/ ] before /ka/}  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
mri:enǰu + ka  mri:ka ‘Son’s’ 
pɔţadenǰu + ka  pɔţka ‘Father-in-laws’ 

19. Stem final /gu/ is dropped before /-ka/, {[/gu/] before 
/ka/}.  
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
kagu+ ka  kaka ‘An arm’ 

pɔlgu + ka  pɔlka ‘Husk’ 
 
20. Stem final {[ndu/ηḍa] before /tka/ and /ţka/} or 
{[ndu], [d/ḍt], [u/a ] before /ka/} it is combine 
with rule no.2 and 10. 
For examples 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
ḍre:ndu + ka  ḍre:ţka ‘tail’ 
gunda + ka  guţka ‘to sprout’ 
ku:ndu + ka  ku:ţka ‘mushroom’ 
ma:nda + ka  ma:ţka ‘to intend’ 

 
21. Stem final /uηḍi/ is dropped before the suffix /ka/, 
{[uηḍi] before /ka/} in Kui. 
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
mrah?undi + ka  mrah?ka ‘tree’ 

 
22. Stem final /ǰgu/ is dropped before the suffix /ska/,  
{[/ǰgu/] before /ska/} or {[/ǰ/ /s/], [/gu///] before 
/ka/} in Kui.   
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
veǰgu + ka  veska ‘fire wood’ 

 
23. Stem final /bga/ is replaced by /-ska/.  
{[/bga///] before /ska/} or {[/bg/ /s/], [/a///] before 
/ka/} in Kui. 
For example 
 

Morphophonemic Word Gloss 
pebga + ka  peska ‘to pickup’ 

 
Table 15: Morphophonemic tally table of the vowel sounds in Odia and Kui 

 

Sl. No. Vowels ODIA KUI 
   i e a ɔ o u  y w become i e a ɔ u 

1 i  +      + +    + +   + 
2. e  +  + +  +       +    
3. a   +  +   +    +  +   + 
4. ɔ   + +  + + +       +   
5 o       +           
6 u  +   + +  +  +    +   + 
7. ɔ+ɔ    + +             
8. a+a    +              
9 ɔ+a    +              
10 a+ɔ    +              
11 i+i  +                
12 u+u       +           
13 ɔ+i   +               
14. a+i  + +               
15. ɔ+u      + +           
16. a+u      +            
17 ɔ+e           ei       
18. a+e           ei       
19 ɔ+o      +            
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20 i+e           ye       
21. i+a    +       ya   +    
22. i+ɔ           y ɔ       
23 i+u       +    y u       
24. u+i           wi       
25. u+e           we       
26. u+a      +     wa       
27 u+ ɔ           w ɔ       
28. e+i   +               
29 e+a   +               
30 a+o      +            
          

(N.B. ‘+’ is used for presence in Odia and Kui) 
 

Table 16: Morphophonemic tally table of the consonant sounds in Odia and Kui 
 

Sl. No. Consonants ODIA /KUI 
    l n ŗ r d ḍ dh čh t s g ŋg b v ţ p k 

1.  b  *+          *      * * 
2.  n  +                  
3.  ŗ  *+              *    
4.  r  +                  
5.  ᶅ   +                 
6.  s  *                  
7.  t  +    + +  + +          
8.  ţ    + +   +            
9.  d  + +      + + +     *    
10.              +        
11.  m  *  +              *  
12.  k             + +      
13.  p               +     
14.  h  +    +      +        
15.  nǰu  *                  
16.  ŋ  *+    *+      *+        
17.  ḍ                 *   
18.  l                *    
19.  v                  *  
20.  g  *          *        
21.  enǰu  *                  
22.  gu  *                  
23.  undi  *                  

(N.B. ‘+’ is used for Odia and ‘*’ is used for Kui) 
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3. Discussion and analysis 
Morphophonemic changes in vowels sounds:   
The above diagrammatical representation gives us a clear 
picture about the vowels. It has been observed from the 
above that the vowel so far the morphophonemic changes in 
both Odia and Kui is concerned, in Odia /a/↔/e/ and /ɔ/ and 
vice-versa but it is not possible in Kui. However, [/i/, /e/, 
/u/]  /a/ in Kui, which shows possibility one way but in 
Odia follows the two way relations. In the case of /e/ in 
Odia /e/  /i/, /a/ or /u/ but /e/ in Odia /e/  /i/ or /a/ or /u/ 
but /e/ take a bilateral relationship with /a/, /e/ ↔ /a/, but in 
Kui /e/ changes only one way i.e. /e/  /a/. In the case of /i/ 
in Odia it is a reverse action /i/  /e/ and /u/,/e/ and /u/ and 
only one bilateral relationships with / ɔ/ [/i/↔/ɔ/] But in 
Kui /i//e/ out /i/ ↔ /a/.  
In Odia /ɔ/↔/i/ and /u/ but /ɔ//o/,it does not became 
/o//ɔ/, but in Kui /ɔ/does not change to any other sound 
but /ɔ///. /o/ is the only one segment, which is present in 
Odia /o/↔/ u/, and /o/ /ɔ/ in Odia /o/↔/ u/ and / ɔ/ but / 

u//i/ and /u/ /e/ but in Kui the only one way changes in 
occurring that is /u//a/. 
 
Morphophonemic changes in consonant sounds: 
There are some morphophonemic changes are seen in 
consonant sounds in both of the languages, which are given 
below systematically. In Odia some sounds became like 
[pb], [bp, k] [tdh, r, d, čh [ddh, s, čh [ţn, ḍ, 
ḍh], [kg, ŋ], [mn] [hr, s], [ᶅl] whereas Kui shows 
[bp, k, s] [mp], [vp], [dt], [ḍ ţ, v], [gs], [ns, 
r], [ŗv] type of changes. If we count it numerically, Odia 
shows nine consonantal alternations with nineteen 
possibilities but in Kui there are eight consonantal 
alternations with nine possibilities. But in Kui it is relatively 
restricted because there are only nine possibilities which 
prove that Odia is more flexible than that of Kui in this 
regards. 
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Conclusion 
It has been observed from the above that the vowel so far 
the morphophonemic changes in both Odia and Kui is 
concerned, 
If we count it numerically, Odia shows nine consonantal 
alternations with nineteen possibilities but in Kui there are 
eight consonantal alternations with nine possibilities. But in 
Kui it is relatively restricted because there are only nine 
possibilities which prove that Odia is more flexible than that 
of Kui in this regards. 
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